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Abstract—Software testing is considered one of the most expensive and critical phases of the software development. Formal testing approaches are extensively used for verifying the conformance of implementations to a given specification. These formal approaches usually generate a large amount of input test data which is costly in terms of time and effort. Techniques for reducing test input data are thus of the utmost importance. The contribution of this paper is to propose a framework for the reduction of test input data generated by a formal testing approach based on X-Machines.

To achieve these objectives we have applied a well known statistical approach called Random Cluster Sampling on the test case set generated by a formal approach X-Machines. To exemplify our technique we have generated a test set for an X-Machine Microwave oven specification and then drew a sample from the test set by using the Random Cluster sampling technique. Based on the tolerated fault rate we have extracted conclusion about the accuracy of implementation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software testing is considered one of the most costly and critical phases of software development [1]. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) reported recently that software defects cost the U.S. economy 59.9 billion dollars per year. The report estimates that 22 billion dollars could be saved through the early application of more effective fault detection methodologies. According to this report software error identification and correction cost is 80% of the overall cost of software development [2]. There exists thus a compelling need to produce efficient testing approaches in order to reduce the software development cost. Formal testing approaches are extensively used for checking the conformance of implementations regarding specifications. These formal approaches typically generate a large amount of input test data for which reduction techniques are currently being studied by the community [3].

The work we present in this paper consists of reducing test sets generated from X-Machines. X-Machines were pioneered by Eilenberg [4] [5] in the seventies and are considered as an abstract computation model useful for writing software specifications that, given their operational flavor, can be effectively used of Model-Based Testing.

Sampling is a statistical technique which is used in almost every discipline in order to collect information about a whole population. On its basis, inference about the characteristics of the whole population is made [8]. It is a popular method that provides sufficient information about the characteristics of a population without examining every unit of whole population [9]. Statistical sampling methods are being currently being adopted by the software industry for reliability testing, fault detection, verification and filtering of execution profiles for test set reduction [10]. Sampling saves cost and time as it is much cheaper to collect the desired information from a small sample than from the whole population. Additionally, sampling provides information that is almost as accurate as that obtained from whole population.

In particular, we are using a technique called Random Cluster Sampling. Fundamentally, categorizing objects into one group that are dissimilar and heterogeneous from objects in another group is called clustering. Here we consider X-Machines test cases as clusters of function elements. The dissimilarity and heterogeneity that exists between X-Machines’ test cases is due to some unique properties of those test cases: overall behavior of the test case, size of the test case and order of the function elements that compose a test case.

For example, a test case may represent the intended behavior of system, and some test cases may represent the unintended behavior of the system. Each individual test case is independent from any other test case in terms of execution, given it may execute independently. Each test case of X-Machines may be different in size regarding other test cases, because it may consist of different number of functions elements. X-Machines test cases consist of a sequence of function elements and inherently there exists a particular order between those elements that form test cases. These functions are input complete and output distinguishable.

In this paper, we present an approach that supports reducing the test sets generated from X-Machines. We extract sample test sets from the whole test cases of X-Machines using Random Cluster Sampling. First of all the sample size is determined and then we pick test cases randomly from the whole test cases of X-Machines. Thus, according to the theory, the accuracy of the sample test set in terms of error discovery should be equivalent to that of the whole test set.

The rest of paper is organized as follow: In Section II detailed related work is discussed. Introduction to Random Cluster sampling is given in section III. An introduction to X-
Machines is described in section IV. An X-Machine specification for a Microwave oven is given in section V. In section VI an algorithm for the proposed test case selection frame work and its description is described. Section VII consists of testing X-Machines. In section VIII experimental results and an evaluation of our approach is given. Discussion about the proposed methodology and its pictorial representation is given in section IX. In the last section conclusion and future work is provided.

II. RELATED WORK

The objective of software testing is to uncover errors and reduce the overall cost of software. Several software testing methodologies, tools, test case reduction techniques have been proposed over the past few decades that aim at better software quality. Exhaustive testing of any software system is impractical due to its laborious and costly nature. In [11] a technique for test set reduction based on a genetic algorithm has been proposed and provides full fault coverage regarding the original test set. The study in [12] also showed that the clustering technique helps reducing test set size, its overall execution cost and time is reduced for regression testing [12].

The authors of [13] integrated random testing, program invariants (e.g. data coverage properties of program) and a genetic algorithm to achieve a reduced test case set. In [14] the coverall algorithm for test case reduction using simple algebraic conditions is described. By using algebraic conditions the authors assign fixed values to variables for test case reduction.

Software testing approaches based on statistical methods motivate the software industry to scientifically test software reliability (probability of proper operation of software). Statistical testing techniques as described in [15] are based on probability distributions and inference procedures to ensure reliability. The paper [16] described the use of sampling techniques for selection of test sets from software input domain and proposes a search based approach to derive an appropriate distribution for software verification through statistical testing.

The authors of [17] suggested cluster analysis techniques to improve the estimation of software reliability. Cluster filtering techniques select a subset of test cases from test set and also indicate that this technique is more efficient then simple random sampling. Cluster filtering techniques have been applied effectively to test set reduction [17], [18] – the aim is to sample from each cluster consisting of test cases, based on using an execution profile. The method described in [19] involves an iteration process to select a sample of test cases from the clusters during each iteration. Each test case is chosen to have a maximum possibility to provoke a failure, based on information provided by last test case chosen from same cluster.

III. RANDOM CLUSTER SAMPLING

Random Cluster sampling is a statistical technique that helps in test selection by reducing tester’s effort by reducing test case suite size. In Random Cluster sampling, clusters are heterogeneous in nature. As they are heterogeneous in nature, they have ability to capture all the variability of population. Random cluster sampling is done by many ways, e.g. 1-stage cluster sampling, 2-stage-cluster sampling and n-stage cluster sampling. Here we consider the single stage cluster sampling method also known as random cluster sampling. It has the following properties.

The population is divided into N groups, called clusters. For example, researcher selects n clusters at random.

Sample Size Determination:

Factors that are largely involve in determination of appropriate sample size [20] [21]:

- The estimated prevalence of the variable of interest accuracy of X-Machines in this instance, \( p=0.985 \).
- The desired level of confidence \( t= 0.95 \) i.e. 1.96 standard value.
- The acceptable margin of error, \( m=0.05 \).

For Random Cluster sampling design based on a simple random sample, the sample size required can be calculated according to the following formula [8].

\[
 n = \frac{t^2 \times p(1-p)}{m^2}
\]  

(1)

X-Machines test cases contain sequence of functions that are distinguishable, independent and have certain unique properties in terms of order, number and size. For example, some test case may represent the intended behavior of system, and some test cases may represent the unintended behavior of the system. The unintended behavior is always unique from the intended behavior of test case. Each test case may consist of the different number of functions of X-Machines. For example one test case may consist of two, three or four functions. Each individual test case is independent from the other test case (in terms of execution or it may execute independently).

Each test case of X-Machines is consisting on group of functions. Because clusters are group of functions and in case of X-Machines test cases, grouping of function in a single test case is naturally evident and hence considered as cluster. In this study, scope of cluster is from context of cluster sampling domain. A single test case of X-Machines where grouping of function is naturally evident is considered here as cluster. And the scope of term cluster is neither taken nor refers to cluster of cluster analysis theory here.

IV. INTRODUCTION TO X-MACHINES

Model based testing approaches are extensively used for the conformance between the formal model of the system and its implementation. To model the behavior a system by using model based testing, label transition system, UML model, finite state machines, extended finite state machines (EFSM), Markov chain model (MCM), State charts (SC) and X-Machines etc. are most commonly used techniques in literature. Model based testing techniques are the blend of formal methods and testing. Model based testing techniques have ability to automatically generate test cases. The scope of this work is limited to X-Machine only. The following section contains introduction of some aforementioned model
based testing methodologies and introduction of X-Machines in detail.

X-Machines is a formal method which is used to specify a system. This computation machine was introduced by Eilenburg and extended by Holcombe [4][5]. X-Machines captures both the control behavior and functional behavior. X-Machines are used in static and dynamic analysis also. X-Machines follow the diagrammatic approach and is an extension to the finite state machines with two noteworthy differences

1) Simple input labels on the transition are replaced by functions
2) Infinite Memory is attached to machine

Actually X-Machines are integration of control and functional behavior. A particular class of X-machines is stream X-machines (SXM), which is defined as a construct as follows

\((X, \Sigma, \Gamma, \phi, Q, M, F, I, T)\)

\(X\) representing fundamental data set that machine operates.
\(\Sigma, \Gamma\) are input and output sets;
\(Q\) is the set of finite states;
\(\phi\) is of type SXM and a finite set of partial functions \(\phi\) that map an input and a memory state to an output and a new memory state \(\phi: \Sigma \times M \rightarrow \Gamma \times M\);
\(F\) is the next state partial function that given a state and a function from the type \(\phi\), provides the next state,
\(F: Q \times \phi \rightarrow P Q\)

\(I, T\) are initial and final states respectively which are of type \(Q\).

There are also non deterministic and deterministic X Machines. X-Machines in which all data are triples consisting of stream of input, output symbols and memory values are called stream X-Machines. X-Machines testing methods also tests the equivalence of the behavior of specification and implementation. A function modeled by X-Machines itself can also be tested by X-Machines testing method. The time taken by X-Machines testing methods depends on the system to be tested. X-Machines testing methodology due to imposed constraints is easy [6][7].

V. X-MACHINES FOR MICROWAVE OVEN

X-Machine for Microwave oven is defined as
\((X, \Sigma, \Gamma, \phi, Q, M, F, I, T)\)

Input Set \(\Sigma = \{\text{open}, \text{close}, \text{t.set}, \text{run}, \text{t.out}, \text{interrupt}\}\);
Output Set \(\Gamma = \{\text{D.Open}, \text{D.Close}, \text{Clock}, \text{Work}\}\);
Set of States \(Q = \{\text{IDLE}, \text{D.OPEN}, \text{COOKING}\}\);
Max – Time, Current – Time, Set – Time : \(N\);
Memory \(M = \text{Current – Time, Set – Time}\);
Initial Memory \(m_0 = (0,0)\);
Initial State \(q_0 = \text{IDLE}\);
Next State Function \(\phi: Q \times \phi \rightarrow Q\);
Type \(\phi\):
\(\text{OPEN}(\text{open, (Current – Time, Set – Time)}) = \text{true}\)
\(\text{D.Open, (Current – Time = 0, Set – Time = 0)}\),
\(\text{CLOSE}(\text{close, (Current – Time, Set – Time)}) = \text{true}\)
\(\text{D.Close, (Current – Time, Set – Time)}\).

Fig. 1. X-Machine for Microwave oven

\(\text{T.SET}(\text{t.set, (Current – Time, Set – Time)}) = \text{[Set – Time < Max – Time]}\)
\((\text{Clock, (Current – Time + Set – Time)})\).
\(\text{RUN}(\text{run, (Current – Time, Set – Time)}) = \text{[Set – Time < Max – Time]}\)
\((\text{Work, (Current – Time, Set – Time)}).
\(\text{T.OUT}(\text{t.out, (Current – Time, Set – Time)}) = \text{[Set – Time = Current – Time]}\)
\((\text{D.Close, (Current – Time = 0, Set – Time = 0)})\).
\(\text{INTERRUPT}(\text{interrupt, (Current – Time, Set – Time)}) = \text{[true]}\)
\((\text{D.Open, (Current – Time = 0, Set – Time = 0)})\).

In this section, X-Machines specifications of microwave oven is described. Initial state of microwave is idle and its temperature initially is set to zero, we have taken an assumption that maximum temperature can be up to 100 minutes.

Open function will change its idle state to door open state while time set function will first ensure that temperature must be less than maximum temperature and will update current temperature. Time out operation first ensures that microwave reaches on the set temperature value.

VI. TESTING FROM X-MACHINES

It is necessary to test and prove the specification of the developed model. X-Machines are used for specifying system and producing test set. Test set generated from X-Machines is finite set of functions. These functions are input complete and output distinguishable. It is possible to pass special test inputs to the functions of X-Machines. There are two parts of test generation:

1) Generating a set \(Y_{m-n}\) following W-method, where \(m\) is upper bound on the number of states in an implementation and \(n\) is the number of states in the specification.
2) Computation of \(t_sY_{m-n}\) using a test function.
\(X_{m-n} = t_sY_{m-n}\) where \(t\) is function of \(Z\),
\(Y_{m-n} = P(\phi^{m-n} \cup \ldots \cup \{\epsilon\}) (W \cup \{\epsilon\})\).
P is transition cover of \(A_z\) and \(W\) is characterization set of \(A_z\).

Testing feature of X-Machine makes it more prominent in the family of formal specification of systems. Here we have generated test case set.
W = {OPEN, CLOSE, RUN, TOUT, INTERRUPT}
P = {λ, TSET, OPEN, RUN, OPENCLOSE, OPENSET, RUNOUT, RUNSET, RUNINTRRRUPT}
S = {λ, RUN, RUNINTRRRUPT}
R = P − Q = {TSET, OPEN, OPENCLOSE, OPENSET, RUNOUT, RUNSET}

The derived test set X for example k = 0
X = {{< (tset, Clock) >, < (open, DOpen) >, < (run, Work) >, < (run, Work), (tout, DClose) >, < (run, Work), < (interrupt, DOpen) >, < (tset, Clock), (open, DOpen) >, < (tset, Clock), (run, Work) >, < (open, DOpen), (close, DClose) >, < (open, DOpen), (close, DClose) >, < (run, Work), (tout, DClose), (open, DOpen) >, < (run, Work) >, < (open, DOpen), (close, DClose), (tset, Clock), (close, DClose) >, < (run, Work), (tout, DClose), (open, DOpen) >, < (run, Work) >, < (run, Work), (tout, DClose), (run, Work) >, < (tset, Clock), (interrupt, DOpen) >, < (open, DOpen), (tset, Clock), (run, Work) >, < (run, Work), (tset, Clock), (interrupt, DOpen) >, < (open, DOpen), (close, DClose), (run, Work) >, < (open, DOpen), (interrupt, DOpen) >, < (open, DOpen), (interrupt, DOpen) >, < (open, DOpen) >, < (tset, Clock) >, < (tset, Clock), (close, DClose) >, < (tset, Clock), (run, Work) >, < (tset, Clock) >, < (tset, Clock), (close, DClose) >, < (tset, Clock), (run, Work) >, < (tout, DClose), (open, DOpen) >, < (tout, DClose) >, < (open, DOpen) >, < (tset, Clock), (open, DOpen) >, < (tset, Clock), (tset, Clock), (open, DOpen) >, < (tset, Clock) >, < (tset, Clock), (tset, Clock), (close, DClose) >, < (tset, Clock), (tset, Clock), (run, Work) >, < (tset, Clock) >, < (tset, Clock), (tout, DClose) >, < (tset, Clock), (tset, Clock) >, < (tout, DClose), (open, DOpen) >, < (tout, DClose) >, < (open, DOpen) >, < (tset, Clock), (open, DOpen) >, < (tset, Clock), (tset, Clock), (open, DOpen) >, < (tset, Clock), (tset, Clock), (tout, DClose) >, < (tset, Clock), (tset, Clock), (tset, Clock) >}}

VII. ALGORITHM

In this section, we present an algorithm for the proposed framework. Informal description of algorithm is that it takes cluster Ci consisting on X-Machines test cases as input and its output is n, a reduce test case set that are sufficient to determine the faulty and non-faulty implementation.

First of all, unique numbers are assigned to each Cluster Ci (Clusters are X-Machine test cases) where i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n. Then a sample size n is calculated by n = (n2 + p(1 − p))/m2.

An iteration is performed as long as the sample size i.e. n, and in its each iteration, it draws a single Cluster at random with replacement from complete Ci. Set of Cluster obtained is tested using X-Machines testing method. During this fault rate is observed. Algorithm return implementation is faulty if the observed fault rate is greater than tolerated rate m else it returns implementation is according to the specification.

Input: Cluster consisting on X-Machine test cases;
Output: Faulty or non-faulty implementation;
Perform Cluster Sampling on Clusters (X-Machine Test Cases);
Assign unique number to each cluster Ci where
i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n;
Calculate sample size n = (n = (n2 + p(1 − p))/m2);
for i = 0; i ≤ n; i ++ do
    Randomly draw a single Cluster from Ci;
    Ci = Ci−1− Previously drawn Cluster;
    n = n+ Previously drawn Cluster;
end
Test n Cluster by using X-Machine testing strategy;
if (Observed fault rate in n test cases ≤ tolerated fault rate) then
    Implementation is faulty;
else
    Implementation is according to the specification;
end
Return.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

X-Machines testing method generates 45 test cases for the Microwave oven case study. Every test case is representing 2-3 functionalities (shown in the figure 2).

Sample size determination require sample size n, we have assumed the confidence level at t = 95percentstandard value of 1.96), estimated prevalence of accuracy in the X-Machines p = 0.985, margin of error at n = 5percent (standard value of 0.05). Applying these values to equation (1) we get n = 22.703 ≈ 23 a required sample size.

As our sample size is n=23, First we assign the codes to the clusters from 00 - 44.

By drawing the random numbers from the random number table [22] (this table has inherent ability to draw unique number in each run),for sample size n=23

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>12.37.03.19.29.17.01.13.09.31.15.21.11.04.10.43.06.27.41.25.36 and 44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is selected to ease the prescribed software testing procedures.

The final reduced test case suite by using random cluster sampling is.

n = {{< (open, DOpen), (close, DClose) >, < (run, Work), (tout, DClose), (run, Work) >, < (open, DOpen), (tset, Clock), (run, Work) >, < (run, Work), (interrupt, DOpen) >, < (run, Work), (open, DOpen) >, < (run, Work), (open, DOpen) >, < (tset, Clock) >, < (tset, Clock), (open, DOpen) >, < (tset, Clock), (tset, Clock), (open, DOpen) >, < (tset, Clock), (tset, Clock), (close, DClose) >, < (tset, Clock), (run, Work) >, < (tset, Clock) >, < (tset, Clock), (tout, DClose) >, < (tset, Clock), (tset, Clock), (close, DClose) >, < (tset, Clock), (tset, Clock), (tset, Clock) >}}. To automate the testing process above test set ‘n’ exhibiting sequences of operations is converted into sequences of inputs. This conversion is done according to the fundamental test function described in [23].

In order to perform testing on the implementation of Microwave oven System, first of all sample of n=23 test cases are converted into the sequence of inputs. Secondly, it is observed that for every output sequence corresponding to every input sequence of the micro wave implementation, must be identical to one that is expected by the Micro Wave oven Model or its specification. The result of this observation is listed in the fifth column of the table (Figure 3). The percentage of faulty implementation in our resultant output set is 0.13 which is greater than the acceptable margin of
error \( m=0.05 \). If the percentage of this observed fault rate is greater than the tolerated parameter \( m \) then we conclude that the implementation of Microwave oven model is faulty or not equal to specification.

In the table (Figure 4) testing of the complete test cases is shown. The result of the observation is shown in the fifth column of the table. We compared the results obtained from our approach to the results obtained by testing the complete test cases.

**Experiment (figure 3) (with \( n=23 \))**
- Total test cases = 23
- Faulty implementations = 3
- Percentage of Faulty Implementations = \((3/23) \times 100 = 0.1304 \times 100 = 13.04\%\)
- Accuracy level = 100 - 13.04 = 86.96 = 87\%

**Experiment (figure 7) (with \( n=28 \))**
- Total test cases = 28
- Faulty implementations = 3
- Percentage of Faulty Implementations = \((3/28) \times 100 = 0.1071 \times 100 = 10.71\%\)
- Accuracy level = 100 - 10.71 = 89.29 = 89\%

**Experiment with Complete test case (figure 4)**
- Total test case = 45
- Faulty implementation = 5
- Percentage of Faulty Implementations = \((5/45) \times 100 = 0.1111 \times 100 = 11.11\%\)
- Accuracy level = 100 - 11.11 = 88.89 = 89\%

From these calculations, we are in much confidence that testing of the reduced test cases is approximately equal to the testing of complete test cases. We can determine easily about the percentage of faulty implementations and the level of accuracy by using our approach instead doing tiresome work to test all the test cases.

Table shown in (Figure 5) contains a comparative analysis of the proposed with existing methodology. During experiment artificially an error (transfer error) is introduced in the implementation of case study. Analysis shows that by testing only 23 test cases instead of 45 test cases we can infer the same result.

**IX. DISCUSSION**

We have given a practical exhibition and explanation of our approach for verifying the conformance of implementation to given specification. Methodology for the proposed work is shown in (Figure 6). Our approach is based on the two well known approaches i.e. X-Machines and Random Cluster Sampling. Each of the test case generated by X-Machines contains sequence of functions inside. These functions are input complete and output distinguishable. Noticeably these functions are distinguishable, independent from each other and therefore provides natural grouping and forms clusters. For this reason Random Cluster Sampling can be applied to the test cases generate by X-Machines. We assumed the certain values such as confidence level, estimated prevalence of accuracy in X-Machines and margin of error to determine the sample size. The user has flexibility to set these values according to his own criteria. In order to check the probability that there may happen a case where the randomly picked test cases are not representing the accurate results (in terms of marginal error). We performed several experiments by setting different parameters and observed the results as shown in (Figure 3 and 7). Here we can clearly see the consistency in the results. Out of 10 experiments one is not showing exact behavior. To avoid this inconsistency we believe that it is sufficient to iterate the process for three times. For example if we have case study consisting 500 test cases and we pick sample of 23 test cases and test it by using our approach and we repeat this process even for three times. Even in this case the effort of testing would be less than the half as compared to testing of complete test cases.

An important aspect to notice is that we have performed several experiments on different case studies and compared their results. We are in much confidence that our approach is
It is important to note that our approach is limited to X-Machines test cases only. It is possible to apply this framework to other testing approaches by designing a criteria to treat test cases as clusters.

X. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented a framework for the reduction of test case set generated by formal testing approach X-Machines. This proposed work is based on the statistical approach Random Cluster Sampling. Through the running case study of Microwave oven it is shown that input data is successfully reduced by applying this frame work. We have shown that testing of the sample taken from X-Machines test case set represents the accuracy and reliability of whole population (complete test case set). Ultimately it reduces efforts, save time and cost to test complete test case set generated by X-Machines testing method. In future, we aim to apply statistical approaches to other model based testing techniques available in the literature.
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